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Christians are being transformed into Christ’s likeness (2 Cor.
3:18). God is trying to press His people into a Christ -shaped mold.
But this transformation isn’t an easy process, partly because the
world is trying to press us into its own mold. In order to be transformed into the image of Christ we must resist being conformed to
this world. Paul writes, ”[D]o not be conformed to this world, but
be transformed by the renewing of your mind, so that you may
prove what the will of God is, that which is good and acceptable
and perfect” (Rom. 12:2, NASB).
How is this transformation possible? Where does this transformation begin? This transformation is possible only if it begins in
the heart. Paul says that we are transformed by the renewal of our
minds. This transformation is an inside-out transformation. Too
often we focus on changing our actions, instead of our attitudes.
That’s exactly what many of the Pharisees did. They were overly
concerned with externals while their hearts were deteriorating.
Since they focused solely on external righteousness to the neglect
of their hearts, they became like cups that are clean on the outside
but filthy inside. They were like pretty caskets full of dead people’s
bones. They looked good on the outside, but their hearts were hollow (Matt. 23:25-28).
When Paul wrote to the Christians in Philippi, he realized that their
problems with regard to unity were merely symptoms of a deeper
problem. Paul addresses the real problem when he offers the following solution to them: “Let this mind be in you which was also in
Christ Jesus” (Phil. 2:5, NKJV). Transformation begins in the mind
and then extends to our mannerisms. It begins in the heart and
then extends to our habits. It begins in our attitudes and then extends to our actions.
Jacob Evans

KEEPING THE FLAME ALIVE
Tim Gunnels
In our neck of the woods this winter we have had some unusually cold weather. Thanks to the generosity
of some friends, we have had an ample supply of firewood for our fireplace. Everyone in our household of
eight has looked to me to build a fire on those cold days and then keep it burning into the night. Since I
work from home, I can tend to it several times throughout the day. I have been reminded of two important things about getting a fire started and keeping it going and I believe they can help us to prevent
spiritual burnout.

First, a fire needs oxygen to burn and keep burning. The first thing I do before starting a new fire in the fireplace is to remove all the leftover ashes and make sure there is plenty of room for the air to circulate.
When I assemble the kindling and logs for the fire, I make sure there is ample space for oxygen to be present. If there is no room for oxygen, then there is no flame. Even if I manage to get a flame started, it
won’t keep burning if there is no room for air, or if the ashes get too deep.

THE ALLURE OF RICHES
(Luke 8:11-15)
I. Prosperity can be a _________________.
A. The word “prosperity” is found _______ times in the Bible, all in the Old Testament.
B. Psalm 30:6—Times of prosperity can result in temptation to ________ away from God.
C. Proverbs 1:32—a foolish person lets money __________ his life.
D. Jeremiah 22:21—there was no interest on the part of the _______ person.
II. Our possessions can ___________ us.

If we are to be spiritually healthy people who maintain our fire for God, then we must have space in our
lives. Practicing simplicity in our calendars and with our possessions can help us create and maintain the
space needed for the fire to ignite and keep burning. If we don’t practice solitude with God on a regular
basis, keep from overcommitting ourselves to unimportant things, and curtail our attachment to worldly
possessions, then we will surely experience burnout. Jesus modeled this behavior by both working and
resting, engaging and withdrawing, and going about his time on earth free of attachment to possessions
(Mark 6:30-32, Luke 9:58)
Second, a fire needs more fuel to keep burning. In the case of a gas grill, there needs to be gas in the tank. In
the case of a wood burning fireplace or campfire, there needs to be more wood to keep feeding the fire.
When we clean up our schedules and clean out our closets, we need to fill them back up with disciplines
and practices that refuel us spiritually.
If we are to be spiritually healthy people, we need to add the proper fuel to our fire to keep the flame of
our spirit burning. Spiritual practices like solitude, fellowship, and worship with other believers, meditating
on Scripture and spending time in prayer all help add fuel to our spiritual fires (Hebrews 10:25, Psalm 1:23, Philippians 4:4-7).

A. The rich, young ruler went away _____________ because his possessions had him.
B. Riches give a false sense of _______________.
C. The parable of the rich fool exemplifies the wrong __________ towards money.
1. No doubt the world viewed him as being _______________.
2. God called him a fool because he did not make plans for the next __________.
D. _____________ is the perfect example about the right attitude towards riches.
III. Our riches can make us ______________.
A. Notice the ______________ of what became Lot’s poverty.
1. He ___________ his tent toward Sodom (Genesis 13:12).
2. He ___________ into Sodom (Genesis 14:12).

So, does your life need more oxygen or more fuel to keep your relationship with the Lord healthy? Do you
need to create more space in your life to have healthier relationships with family, friends, and neighbors?
Do you need to initiate or engage in healthy spiritual practices to reignite your life in the Lord?

3. He is then seen ____________ in the gate (Genesis 19:1).

I would encourage you to prayerfully consider these things, and begin by asking God to help you see what
you need to do to stay close to Him and be the light He has called you to be in this dark world. I will be
praying for you this week!

5. Sodom ____________ Lot’s home.

4. Lot became one of them, calling them _____________ (Genesis 19:7).

B. Too many sacrifice their _____________ to this world through their ______________.

